Web-Based Training

MAXIMUM VALUE AND FLEXIBILITY
FOR YOUR TRAINING PROGRAM

Online courses for UOP
process technologies

UOP introduces Web-Based Training
Refiners continually seek new options to enhance learning
and knowledge management for their technical and operating staff.
At the same time, they must contend with the challenge of limited
budgets and limited resources.
UOP understands these challenges and has developed a new
solution that provides you with robust, high-quality training while
minimizing your training and travel costs and keeping key resources
close to home and their day-to-day responsibilities.

Web-Based Training is a new knowledge
management solution from UOP that
teaches operators and engineers the basic
concepts of UOP process technology in a
flexible, self-paced environment that will
meet the scheduling needs of any student
and the training budget of any organization.
Web-Based Training courses are designed
by UOP technical experts for process
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UOP Web-Based Training is a unique and effective approach to learning
that will enhance your training program and your operations.
• Reduce travel expenses
• Reduce time away from work
• No scheduling conflicts – You set
the pace
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• Robust knowledge from UOP
subject matter experts
• Continually assess employee and
training program success

UOP Web-Based Training is now
available for license holders
of several UOP technologies
• UOP FCC process
• UOP PenexTM process
• UOP UnicrackingTM process
• UOP MeroxTM process
• UOP CCR PlatformingTM process

Additionally, our format makes certain that
all students receive consistent instruction
to get all of your employees to the same
level of knowledge.

Monitor the Effectiveness
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learned. Managers can also access metrics
and reports to continuously monitor the

Maintain a High Level of Knowledge

success of your training program.

UOP Web-Based Training courses are
built upon the robust knowledge and

Train Anytime and Anywhere
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topics as needed. Where language barriers
are a concern, our online training also

In our online courses, students see, hear
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dramatically improve retention over just
reading or hearing alone. Our interactive,
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any schedule.

Site Licenses Available

An added advantage when
combined with classroom training

As a stand-alone solution, Web-Based
Training provides your operators and
engineers with the basic process
technology concepts that they need to
be successful. The courses also serve
as an excellent complement to UOP’s
world-renowned instructor-led training
programs. The basic concepts
presented online will be briefly
reviewed during classroom sessions.
With this foundation successfully
established, instructors can focus
face-to-face training on more
advanced topics, including procedures,
troubleshooting and optimization.

Site licenses are available for
refiners looking to incorporate UOP
Web-Based Training as a standard
site or company-wide program.
A site license allows for a large number
of users and provides regular reporting
on student enrollments, percentage
complete and assessment results. As
standard protocol within your training
program, UOP Web-Based Training
provides managers with the tools that
will enhance learning at their company.
More training options from UOP

In addition to the courses available
today, UOP will continue to develop
web-based courses for new process
technologies and even engineering
design topics.
Beyond Web-Based Training, UOP
continues to enhance our training
portfolio. Based on your valuable
feedback, we are developing
programs that establish skills and
improve knowledge management
for our customers.

Find out more
If you are interested in learning more about
UOP Web-Based Training please contact
your UOP representative or e-mail us at
training@uop.com.
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